
The Vault of Mystery -ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS- 
 

 

 

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:  
Scissors, Elmer's glue (or a glue stick) and a ruler or other straight-edge. 
 
VAULT ASSEMBLY: We’ll begin by building the vault. Cut out the Vault Side Piece on page1. 
Fold the grey flap DOWNWARD and then fold DOWNWARD between each of the vault’s six 
side panels. Glue the grey flap to the back of the opposite side panel, so you have a six-sided 
cylinder like the one shown in Figure1A. Cut out the Vault Bottom on Page2. Fold the six edge 
panels DOWNWARD and place the Vault Bottom over the bottom of the cylinder. Glue the 
edge panels to the vault sides as shown in Figure1B. (It’s handy to insert a ruler or similar 
item into the vault so you’ll have something to press against when gluing the edge panels.) 
 
Now cut out the Vault Top on page2. The Vault Top has six black flaps, six grey tabs and six 
edge panels. Carefully cut along the red lines to separate the grey tabs from the edge panels. 
Fold the grey tabs DOWNWARD and then fold the black flaps DOWNWARD. Next fold the 
edge panels DOWNWARD. Now turn the piece upside down and glue the grey tabs to the 
backs of the adjoining edge panels as shown in Figure2A. Finish the Vault Top by folding the 
black flaps down over the grey tabs and gluing the black flaps to the back of the edge panels. 
You should now have a lid like the one shown in Figure2B. Place it over the top of the vault. 
 
ANSWER CUBE ASSEMBLY: Cut out the three Answer Cubes on page2. For each cube, fold 
the seven black flaps DOWNWARD and then fold DOWNWARD between all six sides of the 
cube. We’ll be gluing the black flaps to the inside of the cube to connect the sides. Start by 
connecting the two YES sides to the outermost NO side as shown in Figure 3A. Next connect 
the two YES sides to the remaining NO side. You should now have a box with a lid, as shown 
in Figure 3B. Place glue on the three remaining black flaps and press the DOUBTFULL side 
down over the flaps on the YES sides. The flap on the DOUBTFULL side should tuck inside 
the cube. (You can insert a pin or toothpick to press the flaps against the sides when gluing.) 
Assemble all three Answer Cubes in this manner. Your Vault of Mystery is now ready for use! 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 

Place the three Answer Cubes inside the Vault of Mystery and replace the Vault Top to close 
the vault. Shake the vault vigorously while concentrating on any question you want to ask. 
Then remove the top and pour the three cubes out onto any flat level surface. The cube that 
lands nearest to you shows the answer to your question! 
 
Note: The Vault of Mystery should NEVER under ANY circumstances be used inside an actual cemetery unless 
you think it might be kinda fun to do so, in which case I’ll be looking forward to hearing how it went. 

 


